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have become, the subject of frequent or 
subsequent requests) must create a 
GILS record for each FOIA-processed 
(a)(2)(D) record and post it to 
DefenseLINK. The OPR prepares the 
GILS record. You can complete and 
submit a GILS record on-line using a 
web browser. Instructions for com-
pleting the GILS record, and an on-line 
form are at http://www.defenselink.mil/ 
locator/index.html. Follow the steps list-
ed on the web page. The GILS site on 
DefenseLINK will serve as the central 
index of Air Force FOIA-processed 
(a)(2)(D) records. 

(d) In addition, installations will post 
a list, or index, of locally produced 
FOIA-processed (a)(2)(D) records on 
their web page at their FOIA site. Each 
listing will point or link to the par-
ticular record. In addition, MAJCOMs 
may choose to post their own index of 
MAJCOM specific FOIA-processed 
(a)(2)(D) records to their appropriate 
web site. Installation web pages will in-
clude the following phrase (or similar 
words) on their FOIA site if they do not 
have any frequently requested FOIA 
records: ‘‘There are no frequently re-
quested FOIA records to post at this 
time.’’ Include the following statement, 
or a similar one, on the installation 
web page with the records: ‘‘Some 
records are released to the public under 
the FOIA, and may therefore reflect de-
letion of some information in accord-
ance with the FOIA’s nine statutory 
exemptions. A consolidated list of such 
records is on DefenseLINK.’’ Link the 
word ‘‘DefenseLINK’’ to 
www.defenselink.mil/locator/ 
fprlindex.html. Qualifying releasable 
records with exempt information re-
dacted must show on the record the 
amount of information withheld and 
the exemption reason (for example, 
(b)(6)). Activities with such records 
should provide the public an index and 
explanation of the FOIA exemptions. 
All installation FOIA pages will in-
clude a link to the Air Force page. 

(e) FOIA web pages should be clearly 
accessed from the main installation 
page, either by a direct link to ‘‘FOIA’’ 
or ‘‘Freedom of Information Act’’ from 
the main page, or found under a logical 
heading such as ‘‘Library’’ or ‘‘Sites.’’ 

§ 806.13 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(2) materials. 
The GILS records on DefenseLINK 

will serve as the index for 5 U.S.C. 
552(a)(2)(D) materials. 

§ 806.14 Other materials. 
HQ AFCIC/ITC makes the appropriate 

FOIA-processed (a)(1) materials avail-
able for the Air Force. 

§ 806.15 FOIA exemptions. 
(a) Exemption number 1. When a re-

quester seeks records that are classi-
fied, or should be classified, only an 
initial classification authority, or a de-
classification authority, can make 
final determinations with respect to 
classification issues. The fact that a 
record is marked with a security classi-
fication is not enough to support with-
holding the document; make sure it is 
‘‘properly and currently classified.’’ Re-
view the record paragraph by para-
graph for releasable information. Re-
view declassified and unclassified parts 
before release to see if they are exempt 
by other exemptions. Before releasing a 
reviewed and declassified document, 
draw a single black line through all the 
classification markings so they are 
still legible and stamp the document 
unclassified. If the requested records 
are ‘‘properly and currently classified,’’ 
and the Air Force withholds from re-
lease under FOIA exemption (b)(1), and 
the requester appeals the withholding, 
include a written statement from an 
initial classification authority or de-
classification authority certifying the 
data was properly classified originally 
and that it remains properly classified 
per Executive Order. Examples of ini-
tial classification and declassification 
authority statements are included in 
§ 806.27. Guidance on document declas-
sification reviews is in AFI 31–401, 
Managing the Information Security 
Program, and DoD 5200.1–R, Informa-
tion Security Program, January 1997. 

(b) Exemption number 3. HQ AFCIC/ 
ITC will provide the current FOIA- 
processed (b)(3) statutes list to the 
MAJCOMs. 

(c) Exemption number 4. The Air 
Force, in compliance with Executive 
Order 12600, will advise submitters of 
contractor-submitted records when a 
FOIA requester seeks the release of 
such records, regardless of any initial 
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